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This Rust2Green Utica summer project for the Baggs Square neighborhood of 
Utica, NY used principles of creative placemaking alongside the place branding 
process in order to catalyze a process of neighborhood branding for the area. The 
summer team investigated the past and present identities of the neighborhood, 
created a method of neighborhood promotion through social media, partnered 
with the Oneida County Public Market to gather information and further promote 
the project, and initialized a collaboration with Sculpture Space to organize a public 
art installation in the space beneath the Genesee Street bridges.  These efforts are 
linked by a common thread of placemaking and neighborhood promotion, and will 
be continued and further developed as Baggs undergoes the revitalization process.

The Baggs Square facebook page has started to gather together a community by promoting an identity for the neigh-
borhood.  A facebook page or a blog helps to heighten consciousness and awareness of Baggs Square and to start 
conversations about the neighborhood.  These virtual conversations and exchanges sustain the virtual community in 
order to eventually foster a physical community.  Photos, memories, and stories about Baggs Square prove that the 
area is real and dynamic, and they are directly related to the neighborhood identity.   The facebook page contains a 
renovation album (promoting new life and innovation in old buildings), a texture album (promoting the unique mate-
rial aesthetic in Baggs Square), and several stock photos from our visits to Utica.  Additionally, the facebook template 
allows others to contribute photos and stories to the page, thus allowing an exchange of words and images through 
this particular forum. 

An opportunity for public art installation and collaboration in the space underneath the Genesee 
Street bridges has been initialized and is being further developed for the coming year.  The space, 
which is the actual historic site of the original Baggs Square, has much potential in linking Baggs Square 
West to Baggs Square East, thus allowing better pedestrian access between the two districts.  Activat-
ing and animating the space with a public art installation will make the void more traversable and will 
encourage better and more frequent use; the space will become a meaningful place.  Public art instills 
neighborhood pride, and reflects a cultural value inherent in the community.  A piece of public artwork 
can also divine or inform the community’s identity.  The space becomes a landmark, or a destination, 
thus making the neighborhood more attractive for visitors.  Additionally, the opportunity to collaborate 
between artistic and cultural institutions is enormously valuable in further promoting the neighbor-
hood in the greater Utica region.  This partnership will continue into the spring 2014 semester with 
Paula Horrigan’s senior landscape architecture studio at Cornell University.

EVENTS
Collaborating with other organizations in Utica will be crucial in further acti-
vating Baggs Square and promoting both permanent and ephemeral habitation.  
Hosting festivals and events within Baggs Square is a great way to invite people 
to interact with the neighborhood while broadening a cultural network. 

PUBLIC ART
Continuing the partnership between Baggs Square Association and Sculpture 
Space will be an excellent way to bolster community pride and to animate the 
mostly abandoned space beneath the highway (see “Built Environment Imrove-
ments,” center left). 

FACEBOOK
Maintaining the content of the facebook page and developing new strategies 
for promoting businesses, services, and the culture of the neighborhood will 
be an important and ongoing task.  Additionally, continuing the dialogue be-
tween community members is important in sustaining the virtual community 
around Baggs Square.  

“I get my hair cut once a week in the Barber Shop down 
here [in Union Station]. Last week it was a family affair : 
  my grandson, my son -in -law and I all got our hair cut 
together.”

“Great buildings have switched a lot of hands. The Hotel 
Utica was used as student housing at some point, then as 
a rehab, now it is a beautiful hotel once again.”

“In the winter time the mar-
ket moves inside into the train 
station, I think it’s really unique. 
The vendors set up inside, and 
all around the building. It’s cov-
ered and heated in there, and 
the people can walk around, 
and sit, and congregate...and 
the way they decorate for 

Christmas....I just think it’s really 
unique.”

“There was a 
men’s only bar on 
Broad or Main St. 
in mid 40’s   50’s. It 
closed sometimes 
in the mid 50’s, so 
did many other 
small businesses 

as jobs were leav-
ing the area.”

In the process of creating a neighborhood’s identity, programming of space and event-making are important and necessary in allowing animation and habitation of space.  Events such as festivals, craft fairs, markets, or cultural cele-
brations require a level of community participation that engages people and encourages them to interact with the space and with each other.  The experience of the event is then associated with the identity of the place, and the 
place becomes meaningful in the mind of the community member.  At the Oneida County Public Market, we used this experiential method of activating space to simultaneously raise awareness about the Baggs Square re-activation 
process and fuel the activation energy.  We decided to create conversation about Baggs Square in order to sustain a dialogue that was initialized by the Facebook page (see “Communication,” bottom right).  Uticans and visitors alike 
gave us their experiences and perceptions of Baggs Square, and, in exchange we gave them coupons for and information about local businesses--we gave them a reason to visit and spend time. 

The Rust2Green team was able to insert itself in the research phase of 
the neighborhood’s identity creation: collecting textures and visual iden-
tities of the area, soliciting perceptions of Baggs, and understanding the 
future promise of the neighborhood. This identity formation process 
was initially channeled through the Baggs Square Facebook page. Com-
munity members were asked to post stories, perceptions, and photos 
of the Baggs Square they know or have known (see “Communication,” 
bottom right corner). In publicizing these thoughts and images, the page 
thus simultaneously promotes that particular popular identity, increasing 
awareness and consciousness of what the neighborhood is and was. A 
final step will be to promote the future of the neighborhood: identifying 
the promise and potential of services and experiences Baggs Square 
that can be marketed to greater Utica. 

STORIES
Story and memory collection can continue as a passive effort: story tem-
plates are left for visitors and customers to complete at their convenience, 
and collected at any time.  The stories can easily be displayed on the face-
book page or featured on the Baggs Square website.  

I used to come to Baggs Square_______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________.

I used to come to Baggs Square_______________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________.

Now I come to Baggs Square_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________.

Now I come to Baggs Square_________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________.

Tell us your story of the Baggs Square neighborhood!  
(feel free to write a longer story on the back)

Tell us your story of the Baggs Square neighborhood!  
(feel free to write a longer story on the back)

What do you like about this neighborhood? 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

What would you like to see in this neighborhood? 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

What do you like about this neighborhood? 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

What would you like to see in this neighborhood? 

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

DEMOGRAPHIC INFO (optional):

Name: ________________________________

Age:___________         Gender:   male  /  female

How long have you lived in Utica? ____________

May we feature this story on our facebook page? 
(www.facebook.com/BaggsSquare)
                      yes  /  no

DEMOGRAPHIC INFO (optional):

Name: ________________________________

Age:___________         Gender:   male  /  female

How long have you lived in Utica? ____________

May we feature this story on our facebook page? 
(www.facebook.com/BaggsSquare)
                      yes  /  no


